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Charismatic Captivation
Authoritarian Abuse & Psychological Enslavement

in Neo-Pentecostal Churches
Multitudes of sincere and trusting believers are unaware victims of “Charis-
matic captivation,” ensnared in the virtually invisible web of authoritarian
abuse, psychological enslavement, and sordid economic exploitation by self-
aggrandizing church leaders for their personal advancement and expansion
of their private kingdoms. Through systematic indoctrination and brainwash-
ing, victims have been duped into accepting as right and beneficial the op-
pressive predomination imposed upon them by unscrupulous, tyrannical
church leaders. Charismatic Captivation trumpets forth to all ecclesiastical
“Pharoahs” the Divine Demand to “Let My People Go!”  It exposes the wide-
spread authoritarian abuse that has been flourishing virtually unabated for
decades since it was first infused into the very fabric, foundation, and func-
tions of the Charismatic/Neo-Pentecostal church during the “Discipleship/
Sheperding Movement” of the early-1970s. It spotlights the salient signs and
symptoms of authoritarian abuse, dissects the fallacious doctrines behind it,
and offers victims clear, concise steps for recovery from the psychological
trauma and restoration from the spiritual damage they’ve experienced. Writ-
ten by a Charismatic minister from an insider’s perspective, Charismatic
Captivation has been praised by scholars, ministers, and laymen as the
most comprehensive and convincing volume written to date on the prevalent
problem of Neo-Pentecostal authoritarian abuse. In sum—by a Charismatic,
for Charismatics, without Charismatic-bashing. Charismatic Captivation is
a genuine prophetic word ordained by God!  “Shocking!” “Horrifying!” “A real
eye-opener!” “Incredible!” “A fireball of truth!”—are some readers’ reactions.

The Mystery of the Kingdom
Bearing Kingdom Fruit

The Mystery of the Kingdom is a virtual Christianity 101, and is must-read-
ing for every believer! It puts the entire “big picture” of the Christian experi-
ence and life into proper perspective. Its powerful, life-changing message is
based on the paramount parable—The Parable of the Sower. Jesus Himself
said this was most important of all His parables and the “key” to understand-
ing all His other parables. He indicated that inherent within the parable were
“the mysteries of the kingdom”—the spiritually-appraised “secrets” of how
the entire Kingdom of God operates. The four categories of hearers of the
Word of God and their eternal destiny and destination is the central theme of
the parable and this book. Everyone who has ever heard the Gospel of Christ
is represented by one of the categories. Each hearer determines his/her own
future and eternal destiny by his/her response to the Seed that has been
sown in the soil of his/her own heart. Jesus declared that any tree (i.e., be-
liever) that does not eventually bear forth kingdom fruit would be cut down
and thrown into the fire! The Mystery of the Kingdom tells believers in simple
terms how to bring forth Kingdom fruit in their own life and thereby avert
eternal judgment and eternal separation from God.
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Charismatic Control
The Witchcraft of Domination & Control
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 The Prophetic Gifts & Office
—A Biblical Perspective

In 1986, the Lord declared through prophetic utterance in a gathering of prophets
and prophetic people that He was at that time restoring the prophetic gifts and
office in the Church. The Restoration of the Prophetic Gifts and Office is one of
the most comprehensive volumes exclusively addressing the matter of the pro-
phetic gifts and office published to date. The manual chronicles in great detail the
Biblical foundation of the prophetic gifts and office, how the prophetic was abbrogated
during church history, its recent restoration, and its validity and role in the Church
today and the future. The teaching contained in this volume is based on not only
extensive research of Church history and painstaking study of Scripture, but also
on the author’s more than twenty years of experience in prophetic ministry. Lay-
men and ministers alike have been greatly enlightened by this virtual encyclopedia
of the prophetic realm.

 Deliverance From Demonic Powers
— A Guide

A comprehensive yet concise manual on the misunderstood and much maligned
matter of deliverance from demonic powers (aka, exorcism). The manual addresses
the salient issues of deliverance from a theological perspective without all the su-
perfluous anecdotal “fluff” and psychology-based theories and therapies contained
in most other books on the topic. It answers the most frequently asked questions
about the dynamics of how demonization occurs and how to be delivered. This
guide is required reading for all true believers who are sick and tired of being sick
and tired and of standing idly by, enduring the constant and continuous confluence
of chaos, confusion, contention, and corruption in their own life, their relationships
and interrelations with others, and in the lives of their loved ones. It offers straight-
forward, Scriptural “Real Truth” about how to be liberated from the influence of
demonic powers!
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A powerful booklet adapted from the “big book”—Charismatic Captivation.  This
condensed version was written as a tool to assist believers in ministering to loved
ones and friends to help them find freedom from the profound spiritual impact and
psychological trauma of authoritarian abuse. It contains “The Fifteen Common Con-
trol Mechanisms” employed by dominating and controlling ministries and church-
groups, along with other vital information for recognizing this abominable form of
abuse not included in the “big book.” The booklet’s central theme is demonstrating
from Scripture that this kind of personal predominance by spiritual leaders is in fact
witchcraft of the highest order! As a board certified Christian therapist, the author
addresses the true nature of witchcraft and the severe impact it can have on virutually
every aspect of its victims’ lives.


